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What? A secure native mobile app for iOS and Android that 
fully integrates with our hospital’s “SanCare” EMR, 
for clinical use by credentialled doctors and nurses

“SanCare everywhere”



Who?

A small “Clinical Informatics” project team from the 
hospital’s Information Services Department –
primarily a Senior Informatics Nurse, Senior 
Developer, Doctor – and a contractor App Developer, 
all working together in-house.

Assistance as required from the hospital’s systems 
engineers and operations staff



Sydney Adventist Hospital  (“The San”)



The Sydney Adventist Hospital

One of the largest 
private hospitals in 
Australia, teaching 

hospital of the 
University of 

Sydney, has ICU, 
CCU, Emergency

Not-for profit,
strong community 

and charitable focus

500 inpatient beds 700 active 
accredited VMOs

2000 nursing staff 185,000 patients/yr
◊◊

26,000 inpatients
120,000 outpatients
39,000 day patients

1800 babies



Background

“SanCare” EMR created in-house, first 
implemented in 2010

Patient-centric

Design based on local users’ needs

Continually evolving functionality

EMR mobility, remote access and BYOD for 
doctors has always been a priority. The full 
desktop EMR is available via a cloud-based 
Virtual Desktop infrastructure on any device, 
anywhere

SanCare mobile app formally launched in 
December 2017



The app gives real-time 
access to:
• Patient lists personalised for each doctor, including bed 

location and alerts

• Contact lists (with click-to-call the patient, their next of 
kin, their GP, and all doctors and nursing team leaders)

• Theatre lists, personalised for each doctor for the month 
ahead, with direct click-through to all patient information

• Messaging system that records message details in the 
EMR

• Administrative functions: rosters, calendar, patient search, 
patient lists by ward



. . . real-time access to:

• Each patient’s full progress notes (new comments 
can be dictated or typed)

• Complete vital signs in scrollable graph format

• Test results, including pathology and image viewer 
for Radiology/ECG, etc

• Clinical photography (photos can be taken via the 
app, edited and uploaded to the EMR without being 
retained on the device)

• Other clinical documents and certificates 

• Loyalty cards (coffee!)





Why?
To give doctors a simple and quick way to access the  
EMR – something so convenient that they would 
want to use it (rather than complain about being 
forced to use it)



Why?
● Mobility and speed a high priority for busy doctors

● Variable computer/typing skills among older doctors

● Private sector doctor issues: contractors – not employees 
(can decline to participate), time is money, hospital visits 
may be infrequent and use of EMR insufficient for 
proficiency, no junior doctors to assist

● Previous options (desktops, tap to login and follow-me 
workstations, WOWs, BYOD laptops, tablets, iPads – and full 
remote access off-site) were not enough!

● “I won’t carry anything that doesn’t fit in my pocket”



How?

Agile and iterative approach

Based on user experience, modified according to 
users’ behaviour, workflows, feedback and 
requests

Leveraged pre-existing business logic from the 
SanCare EMR via a bespoke Web API, allowing 
secure access to patient data

80:20 rule – enough information to “do a ward 
round from your pocket”



Linear design (what we didn’t do!)



Iterative and incremental design



Engagement

Pre-existing relationship with users

App “sold itself” by word of mouth

Doctors’ attitude to the EMR changed from passive 
“have to use” to active “want to use” with the app

85% of our active VMOs use the app

55% of doctor activity on our EMR is now via the 
app

Simplicity and speed of data access is key



What the app users say

• This app has changed my life! – Anaesthetist

• I now do a chart round on the app at home over my 
breakfast before I come in to the hospital, so I know what 
the patient priorities are – Geriatrician

• I totally love it! – Obstetrician 

• This [the real-time patient list on the app, with their 
wards and bed numbers] saves me 10 minutes every day 
just finding my patients! – Orthopaedic Surgeon 

• I probably shouldn’t admit this, but I check the app in bed 
at night, to make sure my patients are all OK before I go to 
sleep – Cardiologist



Doctors speak about using the SanCare mobile app 



The technical stuff
• “Xamarin.Forms” (Microsoft Xamarin Technologies) to 

give both iOS and Android versions from the same coding 
(>90% of our doctors use iPhones)

• Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) for Windows® 
Server

• AirWatch (by VMWare) – to deploy, configure, secure, 
monitor, manage and support smartphones, tablets, and 
other devices across multiple operating systems 

• Designing for mobile enabled interfaces and workflow to 
be optimised for doctors → a simple layered experience  
with simple drill-thru to patient EMR details



How much did it cost?
• Phase 1 – getting the initial version up and running ready 

for release to all San doctors in December 2017: 
<$250,000

• Phase 2 – enhancements to SanCare app, and development 
of radiographer and wardsmen apps, 2018 to present: 
<$300,000

• Cost estimates include – contractor app developer salary, 
software, AirWatch setup for management and 
deployment, licensing fees. Salaries for staff contributing to 
the app project as part of their regular employment by the 
hospital are excluded



Security
• e-Commerce grade secure connection between server and 

device

• No on-device data storage

• Password or biometrics login for every activation

• AirWatch (from VMWare) to manage and control access

• BYOD – credentialled doctors only. Phone must be enrolled in 
AirWatch and authenticated. Access is deactivated whenever a 
doctor’s San accreditation expires, and can be removed 
immediately, remotely, if required

• Hospital issued and controlled devices – Senior Nursing staff 
(ADON, NUMs), devices remain on campus and are passed on 
from one shift to the next. Controlled remotely via AirWatch



What 
next?

At the San, the future is mobile!

Expansion of our existing apps:

• Clinical – Doctors and Nurses

• Non-clinical – Mobile ward/theatre 
Radiographers and Wardsmen – like Uber, to 
accept and complete jobs without having to 
return to base, with team chat for 
communication.

Projects involving the easier data collection and 
access enabled by the SanCare mobile app, and its 
messaging/notification functions

A patient app is currently in development



The final word, from our SanCare app developer



The future 
is mobile!

Dr Bronwyn Gaut

Sydney Adventist Hospital


